
Putting Coder for Raspberry Pi through its paces

 Mining  
 Code
Coder is an experimental environment for developing 

apps for the web on the Raspberry Pi. How easy does 

it make coding? Only one way to find out: Write a 

minesweeping game! By Paul C. Brown

page they 
link to in-
structions to in-
stall the image with 
what they call a PC (they 
really mean “Windows”).

Apart from the ignorant mixup of oper-
ating systems and the hardware 
platforms they run on (and that, 
despite hipsterish protesta-
tions to the contrary, a Mac 
is, in fact, also a PC), 
where are the instruc-
tions for Linux? Coder 
is just a very slightly 
modified version of 
Raspbian and Rasp-
bian is Linux, as are 
99% of the systems 
that run on the 
Raspberry Pi. Is it 
too much to ask in 
this day and age to 
have instructions for 
the free community op-
erating system that 
makes the Raspberry Pi a 
usable platform?

According to its FAQ, Coder [1] “is 
an experiment […] that turns a 
Raspberry Pi into a simple, tiny, 
personal web server and web-

based development environment – just what 
you need for crafting HTML, CSS, and Java 
Script while you’re learning to code.”

I’m not a fan of hype and always thought 
that just what I needed to code for the web is 
actually just what I had: a text editor with 
syntax highlighting, some autocompleting, 
and a browser to see how things are going 
from time to time. But, I’ve been wrong be-
fore, and maybe I’m missing out, so I de-
cided to give Coder a spin. Maybe just what I 
thought I needed wasn’t enough.

Setup
To begin, download the package [2] and 
unzip it. It unfolds into an overcomplicated 
tree of directories and files, but the only file 
you’re really going to need is raspi.img, 
which is hanging off the main directory. 
That’s the image of the operating system.

The rest is an unnecessary load of fluff. For 
some reason, the creators decided to pack 
Coder with an installer for Mac OS X and 
only Mac OS X, although on the project’s Le
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The thing is: In-
stalling Coder from 
Linux is the most 
straightforward 
way of all. There’s 
no faffing around 
with special pro-
grams or wizards. 
Just plug in your 
SD card and find 
what device name 
it has been given 
by listing the block 
devices:

$ ls /dev/sd*

It’ll probably be /dev/sdb if you have one 
hard disk and no other block devices plugged 
in (you can check by using the above com-
mand before plugging in the card, then plug 
the card in, list the devices again, and note 
which device has been added to the list). 
Then, you can use dd to copy the image over, 
as in,

$ sudo dd if=raspi.img of=/dev/sdb

if your card is /dev/sdb. If you are a regular 
reader of this magazine, the above command 
should not be news to you.

According to the documentation, if you 
now insert your SD card and fire up your Pi, 
you’re ready to go. Unsurprisingly, this is 
also wrong. You still have to go through the 
raspi-conf process (Figure 1), and for that 
you need to hook up your Pi to a monitor 
and keyboard. If you’re going to be using 
your Pi only to run Coder (a waste of re-
sources by any measure), you can just leave 
everything as it is and select Finish. Reboot, 

and now you should be able to access the 
Coder web interface.

primary ColorS
Accessing Coder is done through a web 
browser … or “Chrome” as the documenta-
tion will have it. Again, poppycock. Firefox, 
Rekonq, Opera, and any other modern 
browser will also do quite nicely, thank you 
very much. Type coder.local into the address 
bar, and you should reach the Coder landing 
page on your local server, where you are 
prompted to create a password.

The documentation also says that, if you’re 
running Windows (no mention of Linux), 
you may run into trouble and you’ll need to 
install Apple’s Bonjour Print. This, yet again, 
is rubbish. All you need is the Pi’s IP ad-
dress, and you usually can do this by looking 
on your router or by again accessing your Pi 
and typing

$ /sbin/ifconfig

at the command line.
In my case, I see coder has been assigned 

192.168.1.109. By inputting that into the ad-
dress bar, I can access the platform with no 
need to install more useless junk on my sys-
tem.

At last, I’m on the landing page. First im-
pression and first weird design decision: 
Coder requests you to input a password to 
access the platform (see also the box “Ac-
cessing Your Pi”). That’s fine except, when 
you do, the platform is locked to that one 
user and no other user can access it, at least 
not without knowing the unique password. 
Other users cannot even view the apps, let 
alone modify them. That’s right: Not only 
does Coder not support multiple sessions for 

Figure 3: The gear icon opens a simple configuration panel for Coder’s 

environment.

Once you’ve finished your 
Coder setup, to get into your 
Raspberry Pi, use pi as the user-
name along with the password 
that you set for your Coder ac-
count. This also applies if you 
want to SSH into your Pi.

AcceSSing Your Pi

Figure 1: Despite what the official documentation says, you still have 

to go through the Raspbian first-time routine before being able to 

access Coder.

Figure 2: The main screen has a clear Google vibe.
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angle. Clicking on the rect-
angles launches the app. 
You can create or upload a 
new app by clicking on the 
rectangle with the plus 
sign. If you hover over an 
app’s launcher, a </> ap-
pears in the upper right 
corner of the rectangle. If 
you click on that, the app 
will open in its develop-
ment environment (Fig-
ure 4).

Coding CoderS
The development environ-
ment is divided into five 
parts. The four text-editing 

tabs, from left to right, are: HTML for your 
app’s web page markup, CSS for the style 
sheets, JS for your app’s front-end program-
ming logic, and Node, which is where you 
can play with the Node.js-based web server 
and create server-side logic (e.g., connec-
tions to databases and so on).

The folder icon opens the Media panel 
(Figure 5). You can upload snippets, such as 
sounds, icons, and sprites, from here to use 
later in your app. Unfortunately, Coder does 
not offer a preview of any of the uploaded 
files, so you’ll have to give them really de-
scriptive names to avoid getting confused 
later on.

The eye icon shows your app running 
alongside the code you are developing (Fig-
ure 6). The app is reloaded every time you 
change something in your code, so you can 
test your modifications immediately.

Finally, the gear icon lets you configure the 
name, author, and color scheme of your app. 
You can also delete and export your app from 

several developers working simultaneously, 
you can’t even have several people using the 
same Coder sequentially. The FAQ does say 
that “[Coder]’s a private platform for build-
ing web programs,” but I can’t think of a 
good reason for not allowing you to share 
your work with other users. Maybe this re-
striction will be changed in future releases.

Once you’re in, the main screen (Figure 2) 
is very Google-y. Although it’s not decked 
out in primary colors, the big, bold, poly-
chrome rectangles with white lettering have 
“Chocolate Factory” [3] written all over 
them. You have a sole icon in the menubar, a 
gear that opens Coder’s main settings panel 
(Figure 3). From here, you can set up your 
Coder nickname, your real name, Coder’s 
color scheme (which only changes the top 
bar in the main screen), and WiFi for your 
Pi, or you can change your password.

The really interesting bit, though, is the 
main workspace, which contains your apps, 
each represented by a brightly colored rect-

Figure 4: Clicking on </ > opens the app in a development environment.

Figure 5: The Media panel allows you to upload assets (images, sounds, 

etc.) to use in your app. Figure 6: You can run your app alongside your code to see how it’s going.
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here – I’ll talk more about that last feature 
later.

mine Coder
Because Coder is meant to help you code, 
let’s code! I already wrote a version of the 
Game of Life in Java Script elsewhere [4], so I 
decided to go with another of my favorite 
time-wasters: Minesweeper! Yes, I am a man 
of simple tastes.

The Game of Life canvas I used for Life is 
very HTML5, so I decided not to do that 
again; instead, I chose to go low-tech and 
use straight bitmaps (Figure 7) within HTML 
and use jQuery to manipulate all the changes 
to the bits and pieces. I also went for a very 
minimalistic approach to keep things as clear 
as possible.

The first step in creating a new app is to 
click on the rectangle with the plus sign on 
the main screen. You will prompted to give 
your app a name and a color theme. Once 
you click Create, Coder sets up minimal skel-
etons for HTML, CSS, and Java Script (you 
will not need Node.js for this project).

I designed the tiles in Inkscape, exported 
each one as a 20x20-pixel PNG image, and 
uploaded them to the project via the Media 
panel. In Figure 7 you can see all the tiles.
From left to right and top to bottom, you can 
see covered.png, which represents a covered 
square in the minefield grid. Next, the files 0_
uncovered.png through 8_uncovered.png repre-
sent uncovered squares and are used to show 

the number of neighboring mines in each 
square as the player uncovers them. Then, 
there’s an explosion tile and, finally, a square 
with an uncovered mine, which is used when 
the whole minefield is shown at game’s end.

The HTML file (Listing 1) is very bare-
bones. The <head>...</head> section has not 
been modified in any way, but the lines

<link href="/static/apps/coderlib/U

 css/index.css" media="screen" U

 rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"/>

and

<script src="/static/apps/coderlib/U

 js/index.js"></script>

are worth pointing out. These lines load in the 
CSS and Java Script files that you are able to 
modify for your app from within Coder.

The <body>...</body> section is split into 
two sections: <div id="board">...</div> will 
contain the board generated by the Java 
Script, and <div id="splash">...</div> con-
tains a button that starts a new game when 
clicked.

The CSS (Listing 2) contains the default 
layout for .pagecontent provided by Coder. I 
want to make sure the div #boardsection is 
hidden by default until I’m ready to show a 
board. To stack the tiles next to one another 
without any spaces between them, I use the 
float: left; attribute on the .cell class. 

01  <!DOCTYPE html>

02  <html>

03  <head >

04      <title>Coder</title>

05      <meta charset="utf‑8">

06      <!‑‑ Standard Coder Includes ‑‑>

07      <script>

08          va r appname = "{{app_name}}";  
//app name (id) of this app

09          var appurl = "{{&app_url}}";

10          va r staticurl = "{{&static_url}}"; //base path to 
your static files /static/apps/yourapp

11      </script>

12      < link href="/static/apps/coderlib/css/index.css" 
media="screen" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"/>

13      <script src="/static/common/js/jquery.min.js"></script>

14      < script src="/static/common/ace‑min/ace.js"  
type="text/Java Script" charset="utf‑8"></script>

15       <script src="/static/apps/coderlib/js/index.js"> 
</script>

16      <script>

17          Coder.addBasicNav();

18      </script>

19      <!‑‑ End Coder Includes ‑‑>

20  

21      <!‑‑ This app's includes ‑‑>

22      < link href="{{&static_url}}/css/index.css" 
media="screen" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"/>

23      <script src="{{&static_url}}/js/index.js"></script>

24      <!‑‑ End apps includes ‑‑>

25  </head>

26  <body class="">

27      <div class="pagecontent">

28          <div id="boardsection">

29              <div id="board">

30              </div>

31          </div>

32  

33          <div id="splash">

34              <button id="start">Start</button>

35          </div>

36      </div>

37  

38  </body>

39  </html>

liSting 1: Mine Coder HTML

Figure 7: A set of 12 PNG images are 

all you need to set up a minesweep-

ing board. From left to write and top 

to bottom: covered.png, 0_uncov-

ered.png through 8_uncovered.png, 

explosion_uncovered.png, and 

mine_uncovered.png.
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Line 36 calls a method that randomly scat-
ters mines throughout the playing field (lines 
91-97). To save time later on during game 
play, the script then works out how many 
neighboring mines the empty squares have 
(lines 100-114) and stores that number in the 
cell’s neighbours attribute. I also set the coun-
ter that keeps track of the uncovered square 
to 0 (line 38).

Back in the main routine, I use board’s draw 
method and jQuery’s replaceWith method to 
push the board to the app (line 9). The draw 
method (line 41) builds a long HTML string 
containing all the rows and the img elements 
(cells) by looking at the state attribute of 
each cell object in the grid.

At this stage in the game, draw returns a 
10x10 grid of covered squares.

Back at the main routine, line 11 listens for 
a click event on each and every square (all 
belonging to the CSS .cell class I talked 
about earlier) and, when it comes along, it 
calls the flip 
method to de-
cide what hap-
pens next 
(Figure 8). 
The flip 
method (lines 
57-75) looks at 
the clicked 
square’s state 
attribute and 
decides what 
to show. This 
step is quite 
easy to do, be-
cause each 
square is an 
HTML inde-

(Quick explanatory detour: I haven’t shown 
the HTML .cell yet because it is generated 
dynamically by the Java Script, so I’ll get to it 
a bit later. The same goes for rows … .)

The exact opposite, however, goes for 
stacking rows: To stack each row of cells one 
on top of the other, I have to clear any float 
parameter, as well as the start button, which 
I will want to show below the grid when a 
game has finished.

Next up is the Java Script (Listing 3), where 
most of the magic happens. Lines 1 to 15 are 
the main routine. For those unfamiliar with 
jQuery, using a $(document).ready(function() 
{ ... }); function is a standard way of exe-
cuting Java Script code when – and only 
when  – the web page has completely loaded.

In this case, I create a board object, set its 
size (10x10 squares) and the number of 
mines it contains (15), then start running the 
game when the #start button is clicked. I 
hide the button, show the div that contains 
the board, create an instance, and initiate the 
board object. The board object (lines 24-115) 
is a bit of a sprawling mess, but, in my de-
fense, I will say it contains a two-dimen-
sional array of cell objects (lines 17-22), 
which is a rather complex thing to do in Java 
Script.

First, to create a bi-dimensional array, you 
have to define a single-dimension array (line 
27) and then loop through every element and 
jam a new array into each element of the 
original array (line 31). The effort is worth it, 
however, because you can then use the array 
of arrays to set up the playing field grid and 
jam a cell object into each item with its x, y 
coordinates. That’s what the loops in lines 30 
to 35 do, setting all squares as covered and 
empty (i.e., containing no mines).

Figure 8: Every time the player clicks on a square, the flip method is 

called and pushes the new “look” of the clicked cell to the web app.

Figure 9: Step on a mine, you die. Gaming doesn’t get more exciting than 

this.

Figure 10: Winner! Uncovering all the empty squares has this underwhelm-

ing effect.
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pendent img element with its own generated 
id attribute (line 74) that includes its coordi-
nates on the board. This allows me to change 
that image and only that image using, again, 
the jQuery replaceWith method (line 12). So 
clever.

There are two exceptions to the above pro-
cess. When a player clicks on a square con-
taining a mine, flip pushes an explosion_un-
covered state to the cell, and then all the 

board is uncovered using the showboard 
method (lines 78-89). The game is then over 
(Figure 9).

The second exception is when there are no 
more empty squares to uncover. The pro-
gram keeps track of how many squares the 
player uncovers in line 68. When the player 
has uncovered all the empty squares (i.e., 
the total number of squares in the grid minus 
the number of mines), the player wins. 
Again, the complete board is shown, and the 
game ends (Figure 10).

The end result is not pretty, but it works, 
up to a point. If your board is wider than 
your browser window, it’s going to look bro-
ken. Also, there is no autoclear function 
when you click on an empty square. I figured 
that I’d leave the pleasures of debugging re-
cursive algorithms to the reader.

exporting
You can export your work from Coder by 
using the gear menu and clicking on the Ex-

01  .pagecontent {

02      padding: 24px;

03  }

04  

05  #boardsection {

06      display: none;

07  }

08  

09  .cell {

10     float: left;

11  }

12  

13  .row {

14      clear: both;

15  }

16  

17  #splash {

18      clear: both;

19  }

liSting 2: Mine Coder CSS

001  $(document).ready(function() {

002      var board_o = new board(10, 10, 15);

003  

004      $("#start").click(function(){

005          $("#splash").hide();

006          $("#boardsection").show();

007  

008          board_o.initiate();

009          $("#board").replaceWith(board_o.draw());

010  

011          $(".cell").on("click", function(){

012              $(this).repla ceWith(board_o.flip( 
$(this).attr('id')));

013          });

014      });

015  });

016  

017  var cell = function (x, y){

018      this.pos=[x, y];

019      this.state="covered";

020      this.mine=false;

021      this.neighbours=0;

022  };

023  

024  var board = function (sizex, sizey, mines){

025      this.size=[sizex, sizey];

026      this.mines=mines;

027      this.cell_o=[];

028  

029      this.initiate = function(){

030          for (i=0; i<this.size[0]; i++){

031              this.cell_o[i]=[];

032              for(j=0; j<this.size[1]; j++){

033                  this.cell_o[i][j]=new cell(i,j);

034              }

035          }

036          this.placeMines();

037          this.countNeighbours();

038          this.uncovered=0;

039      };

040  

041      this.draw = function(){

042          var web_string="<div id='board'>";

043          for (j=0; j<this.size[1]; j++){

044              web_string = web_string + "<div class='row'>";

045              for (i=0; i<this.size[0]; i++){

046                  we b_string = web_string +  
"<img class='cell'  
id='" + i + "_" + j + "'  
src='/static/apps/mine_coder/
media/"+this.cell_o[i][j].state+".png'>";

047              }

048              web_string=web_string + "</div>";

049          }

050          return web_string + "</div>";

051      };

052  

053      this.convertId = function(my_id){

054          return (my_id.split("_"));

055      };

056  

057      this.flip = function(my_id){

058          var pos=my_id.split("_");

059          var x=parseInt(pos[0]); var y=parseInt(pos[1]);

060  

liSting 3: Mine Coder Java Script
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port button. Coder will give you a ZIP file 
that you can download to you computer.

What do you do with your app once you 
have it on your hard disk? The app is so rid-
dled with Coder-specific links that it won’t 
run standalone unless you subject it to an in-
tensive de-weeding and rewriting. If you’re 
going to go down that road, you may as well 
have developed your app on a regular text edi-
tor. The only sane thing to do is, if you create 
an app on Coder, run it on Coder and serve it 
from there (platform lock-in, anyone?).

You can’t push your app to a public front 
end when you’re done either, mainly because 
no public front end exists for Coder. Every-
thing is locked behind the password screen.

ConCluSion
Coder, at least in its present form, does not 
bring much to the table in the way of helping 
build web apps. As a programmer who codes 
first and then bashes said code into submis-
sion with all the debugging tools I can lay my 

hands on, I miss not having an in-IDE con-
sole, watches, steppers, and other heavy-
duty wrenches and ratchets that help me get 
the job done.

Additionally, having the final result so 
tightly integrated with the platform is a deal-
breaker for me, as is not being able to show 
the apps publicly. If this platform is going to 
be of any use, future versions should be able 
to export all the necessary bits within the 
downloadable zip, including a mini-server. 
And, it should just work when you deploy 
your app on your personal site or within an-
other environment. Coder would also gain 
points if it were a little bit more useful, had a 
smart autocomplete option, or was aware of 
changes in the HTML page and could propa-
gate these changes to the CSS and JS code.

Then again, Coder is a very young project, 
developed and maintained by a handful of 
Google developers. Maybe, with time, it will 
get better, and these sorts of things will be 
taken into account.  ● ● ●

061          if (this.cell_o[x][y].mine) {

062              this.cell_o[x][y].state="explosion_uncovered";

063              this.showBoard(x,y);

064          }

065  

066          else {

067              th is.cell_o[x][y].state= 
this.cell_o[x][y].neighbours + "_uncovered";

068              this.uncovered++;

069              if( this.uncovered==(this.size[0]* 
this.size[1])‑this.mines){

070                    th is.showBoard(this.size[0],  
this.size[1]);

071                    alert("You won!")

072              }

073          }

074          re turn ( "<img class='cell' id='" + my_id + "'  
 src='/static/apps/mine_coder/media/ 
      "+this.cell_o[x][y].state+".png'>");

075      };

076  

077  

078      this.showBoard = function(x,y){

079          for (i=0; i<this.size[0]; i++){

080              for (j=0; j<this.size[1]; j++){

081                  if(i!=x || j!=y){

082                       this.cell_o[i][j].state=this.cell_o[i]
[j].neighbours + "_uncovered";

083                       if (this.cell_o[i][j].mine){this.
cell_o[i][j].state="mine_uncovered";}

084                  }

085              }

086          }

087          $("#board").replaceWith(this.draw());

088          $("#splash").show();

089      };

090  

091      this.placeMines = function(){

092          for (i=0; i<this.mines; i++){

093              x=Math.ceil((Math.random()*this.size[0]‑1));

094              y=Math.ceil((Math.random()*this.size[1]‑1));

095              if  (this.cell_o[x][y].mine===false)  

{this.cell_o[x][y].mine=true;}

096          }

097      };

098  

099      // Count number of neighbouring mines

100      this.countNeighbours = function(){

101          for (i=0; i<this.size[0]; i++){

102            for (j=0; j<this.size[1]; j++){

103              if (this.cell_o[i][j].mine===false){

104                for(m=i‑1; m<i+2; m++){

105                  for(n=j‑1; n<j+2; n++){

106                    if ( m>‑1 && n>‑1 && m<this.size[0] && 

n<this.size[1] && !(m==i && n==j)){

107                        if  (this.cell_o[m][n].mine) 

{this.cell_o[i][j].neighbours++;}

108                    }

109                  }

110                }

111              }

112            }

113          }

114      };

115  };

liSting 3: Mine Coder Java Script (continued)

[1]  Coder for Raspberry Pi: 
http://  googlecreativelab. 
 github.  io/  coder/

[2]  Coder download: http:// 
 storage.  googleapis.  com/ 
 coder‑images/  coder_v0.  4.  zip

[3]  Mountain View Chocolate 
Factory: http://  wikibin.org/ 
 articles/mountain‑view‑choc‑
olate‑factory.html

[4]  Game of Life in Java Script 
(for Firefox OS):  
http://  www.  linux‑magazine. 
 com/  Online/  Features/ 
 Life‑on‑Planet‑Firefox
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